Inspired by self-assembling peptides found in native proteins, deliberately designed engineered peptides have shown outstanding biocompatibility, biodegradability, and extracellular matrix-mimicking microenvironments. Assembly of the peptides can be triggered by external stimuli, such as electrolytes, temperature, and pH. The formation of nanostructures and subsequent nanocomposite materials often occur under physiological conditions. The respective properties of side chains in each amino acids provide numerous sites for chemical modification and conjugation choices of the peptides, enabling various resulting supramolecular nanostructures and hydrogels with adjustable mechanical and physicochemical properties. Moreover, additional functionalities can be easily induced into the hydrogels, including shearthinning, bioactivity, self-healing, and shape memory. It further broaden the scope of application of self-assemble peptide materials. This review outlines designs of self-assembly peptide (β-sheet, α-helix, collagen-like peptides, elastin-like polypeptides, and peptide amphiphiles) with potential additional functionalities and their biomedical applications in bioprinting, tissue engineering, and drug delivery.
Introduction
Amino acids are the building blocks of protein which perform a number of functions including catalyzing, supporting cells in ECM, DNA replication, transporting desired molecules, and so on [1] . Since late 1980s, short peptides extracted from native proteins with self-assembling properties began to attract increasing interest [2] . Subsequently, numerous engineered peptides mimicking the conformation of self-assembling ones derived from protein molecules were developed. The secondary structure such as β-sheet and α-helix were utilized to be responsible for assembly triggered by external stimuli. Ionic strength, pH, and temperature are the mostly used triggers to initiate the formation of supramolecular nanostructures [3] . The bottom-up strategy for nanoclusters and nanocomposite hydrogels based on stimuli-responsiveness behavior exhibits potency for biomedical applications due to its biocompatibility, biodegradability, ECM-like microenvironments. Moreover, the various properties (negative or positive charge, hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, and polarity) of the side chains in amino acids provide possibilities for chemical modification with infinite sequence combinations. Additionally, the primary structure of amino acids provide sites for attachments to polymeric substrates. Morever, various properties other than self-assembly can be facilely induced, including self-healing, shear-thinning, shape memory, and so on.
The designed peptides can be fabricated on the automated solid phase peptide synthesizer efficiently and economically. Formation of nanostructures and subsequent networks constructed by self-assemble peptides often occurs under physiological conditions. For some instances, the electrolytes in DMEM medium can trigger the assembly of the peptides, enabling entrapment of cells within the scaffolds. With adjustable mechanical strength and capability to incorporate bioactive peptide motifs, improved efficiency of self-assemble peptide materials has been demonstrated in tissue engineering and regeneration, drug delivery, biosensors, and immunotherapy [4] [5] [6] [7] . This review article starts with a summarization of the general strategies to design self-assemble peptides and their mechanisms in Section 2. Then, it outlines advanced functionalities which are capable to be incorporated into these materials in Section 3 and their biomedical applications in Section 4, respectively. Finally, this review is closed with a brief discussion of perspective development and current challenges in this area.
β-sheets peptides
Inspired by the self-assembling peptide amino acid sequence (Ac-(AEAEAKAK)2-CONH 2 ) found in the yeast protein zuotin [8] , numerous designs of peptides that form β-sheets and the subsequent self-assembled structures emerged in the past decades. These peptides are composed of 12-16 alternating hydrophilic (R or K as positive residues, and E or D as negative residues) and hydrophobic residues (A or L residues) that drive the formation of β-sheet structures with a hydrophobic face on one side and a hydrophilic face on the other in aqueous media. The charge arrangements on the hydrophilic side differ in different designs and can be classified into four mostly used moduli: "-+ -+ -+ -+" is modulus I; "-++-++" is modulus II; "-+++" is modulus III; and "--++++" is modulus IV [9] . As shown in Fig. 1 , self-assembling of peptides is initiated by adding electrolytes to reduce the electrostatic repulsions of the peptide monomers. Then hydrophobic interactions play an important role by excluding surrounding aqueous media between hydrophobic faces of neighboring peptides. β-sheet bilayers that results from parallel or anti-parallel alignment of peptides form fibrils via intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions [10] [11] [12] [13] . Despite the first generation of selfassembling peptides which associate into nanofibers, other hierarchical structural arrays including ribbons, tapes, fibrils can also be designed [3, [14] [15] [16] .
Moreover, several self-assembling protein-derived peptides have been identified to form extended beta strands. The alanine glycine-rich peptide was obtained via hydrolysis of Bormbyx mori silk fibroin and forms cylindrical fibers attributed to extended beta sheets formation [19] . Peptide sequences derived from bone marrow homing peptides were biotinylated by the Gelain lab, which exhibits enhanced assembly performance and scaffold biomechanics [20] . Furthermore, functional motifs were linked to the peptides to promote cell adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation with physiologically comparable mechanical properties and nanofiber morphology [21, 22] .
α-helix
Alpha helix, which is a basic folding pattern found in proteins, have been used to develop a number of fibrous biomaterials. These α-helix coiled coils are also called hydrogelating self-assembling fibres (hSAF) [23, 24] . A seven residues (abcdefg, shown in Fig. 2 ) sequence serves as the basic heptad unit for hSAF. The a and d positions (hydrophobic residues) as well as the e and g positions (charged residues) are responsible for directing the dimer interface. The residues at b, c, and f positions are exposed on surface of the assemblies and vary in different designs. These positions are often occupied by hydrophobic alanine residue or glutamine with propensity to hydrogen bonds. The configuration of the coiled coil motifs can be manipulated by changing environmental conditions such as temperature, pH and ionic strength [25] . Decoration of RGD to hSAF peptides can enhance biocompatibility for potential biomedical applications such as tissue engineering and drug delivery [26] [27] [28] [29] . Dual-peptide hSAFs systems were also developed for better control of assembly [30] .
Collagen-like peptides
Collagen is the main component of the extracellular matrix in humans. Although the collagen family of proteins contains 28 different types with widely varied architectures and functionalities, they all possess triple helix bundles [34] . Periodic interchain hydrogen bonding between three polyproline-II type helices make up the collagen triple helix (Fig. 3) [35] . Each strand are made of "G-X-Y" tripeptide repeats, where the X and Y positions are often occupied by proline and (4R)-hydroxyproline in native collagens. Due to the limitation of using animal-derived collagens, collagen-like peptides (CLPs) were used as the alternative to eliminate thermal instability and contamination with pathogenic substance [36] [37] [38] . Various CLPs have been developed not only to mimic the collagen fibril formation, but also to assemble into higher order hierarchical structures via π-π stacking interactions, Short amphiphilic β-sheet peptides that self-assemble into anti-parallel nanotapes and further aggregate into ribbons and higher order structures. In a recent paper, shorter sequences (P9-6 and P7-6) with aliphatic hydrophobic resides (in green) were demonstrated to form fibrillar structures [18] . (Copyright (2001) National Academy of Sciences.) lateral electrostatic interactions, and metal-triggered assembly to achieve precise chemical compositions and molecular structures [35, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
Elastin-like polypeptides
Elastin-like polypeptides (ELPs) are a class of genetically engineered peptides derived from tropoelastin which self-assemble under certain physiological conditions [46, 47] . ELPs are composed of repeat "VPGXG" sequences, where the polarity of X position (a variable amino acid except proline) determines the transition temperature of the peptides [48] . These biopolymers display transition from random coils to cylindrical micelles formed by beta sheet when the temperature is raised above the transition temperature (Fig. 4) [14, 49] . ELPs polypeptides have been used in a number of designs for multifunctional biomaterials due to their rubber-like elasticity, large extensibility, flexible deformation, high resilience upon stretching, thermos-responsiveness, and biodegradability [50] [51] [52] [53] . ELPs matrix have been reported [31] . (Reproduced and adapted with permission from Nature) C, Hypothesis of self-assembly from peptide monomers to supramolecular networks of Schematic model based on the α-helix rule [32] . (Reproduced and adapted with permission from Nature).
using as injectable hydrogel via network formation at body temperature (above the transition temperature) [48] . The temperature dependent phase behavior of the polypeptides were also applied with both soluble and insoluble phase as carriers for drug delivery [54, 55] .
Peptide amphiphile
Peptide amphipiles are hybrids that incorporated a peptide head with single or multiple alkyl chains. Attaching peptides with self-assembly capability to amphiphilic surfactants provides a strategy to control the nanostructure assembling into cylindrical or fibril geometries instead of micelles [57, 58] . Both negative charged and hydrophobic amino acid residues were incorporated into the engineered peptide amphipiles to balance the charge in cell culture media and facilitate self-assembly [59] . Hydrogen bonding and beta sheets drive the peptide amphiphiles to assemble into nanofibers, of which the diameter and length can be adjusted by the lipid tail length, number of charged sequences, and self-assembly conditions [50] . This structure also forces the attached bioactive motifs to present on the surface for better interaction with protein receptors and cells. The self-assembly of β-sheets peptides attached amphipiles can also be triggered by adding electrolyte solution, culture media washing, and pH balancing to reduce the electrostatic repulsion between monomers like beta sheet forming peptides [60, 61] . In addition, collagen-like peptide amphiphiles were developed by coupling phage display-identified collagen-like peptides to long-chain to assemble into diverse, hierarchically organized nanofibrous structures [45] (Fig. 5 ).
Functionalities of self-assembling peptides hydrogels
The good biocompatibility and mechanical properties enable selfassembling peptides hydrogels to be applied in various biomedical applications. Furthermore, bioactive properties, sol-gel transition, selfhealing, and shape memory functionalities were incorporated into designs of them to further broaden the scope of applications of self-assembling peptides.
Bioactive properties
Even though bare self-assemble peptide hydrogels exhibit excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability both in vitro and in vivo, enhancing cell adhesion and integrin binding is necessary for their applications in biomedical fields. Bioactive functional motifs have been extracted from extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins due to their capability to bind to an integrin. Small size of these ligands are preferred due to little influence to the assembled nanostructure. Intracellular signaling pathways including calcium channels, kinases, and phosphatases can be mediated via choosing specific bioactive ligands. For example, cell-cell and extracellular matrix interaction can be mediated by collagen derived RGD and DGEA ligand to promote cellular interaction through transmembrane receptors [50, [62] [63] [64] . Glycoproteins such as laminin and fibronectin are also important components in ECM. They are responsible for cell attachment, migration, adhesion, and differentiation [65] [66] [67] . A number of ligands, including LGTIPG, PDGSR, LRE, LRCDN, IKLLI, KQAGDV, and REDV, were extracted from ECM glycoproteins to promote cell adhesion [62, 64, 68, 69] .
Among these sequences, IKVAV, derived from laminin, is one of the most studied ligands which can promote cell adhesion, differentiation, and neurite outgrowth [70] [71] [72] . IKVAV sequence has been attached to RADA16-I peptides or amphiphiles for neural tissue engineering and wound healing. Promotion of nerve regeneration with elongated axonal and attenuated astrogliosis as well as reduced glia scarring were obtained [73, 74] . Another lamini-derived peptide motif eYIGSR was demonstrated possess capability to promote not only neurite outgrowth but also endothelial cell adhesion. Incorporation of this bioactive ligands to beta sheet forming peptides by Cui successfully improve spatial learning and memory recovery in Alzheimer's Disease rats by implantation [75] .
Osteoinductive functional peptide sequences were extracted from BMPs which interact with the target cells through heterotetramers of serine/threonine kinase to activate the Smad intracellular pathway [76, 77] . A peptide sequence comprising "NSVNSKIPKACCVPTELSAI" residues was developed and demonstrated with osteogenic activity [78] [79] [80] . Bone forming peptides (BFP, such as GQGFSYPYKAVFSTQ, KGGQGFSYPYKAVFSTQ) were extracted from bone morphogenetic protein-7 (BMP-7), and osteogenic conversions of BFP treated stem cells to osteoblastic phenotype were observed [81] [82] [83] . Angiogenic bioactive ligands were also explored to facilitate formation of new blood vessels. VEGF-derived QK peptides was designed to mimic the 17-25 helix region of the growth factor [84] . It has been found that the peptide sequence play a similar role as VEGF to induce endothelial cell proliferation, migration, and invasion [85] .
Sol-gel transition
Injectable hydrogels as delivery vehicles for drug, cells, and other bioactive molecules attracts increasing interest for their hydrophilic property, non-invasive procedure, and biocompatibility. Sol-gel transition property is desirable for designing injectable hydrogels. For some peptide hydrogels, the transition from liquid to a solid-like state (gel) can be triggered by altering ionic strength, temperature, or pH of the medium [86] . The beta sheet formed nanofibers can undergo a gel-sol transition upon sonication, and this process is reversible by re-assembly of fragmented fibrils [13, 87] . The reversible sol-gel transition property efficiently eliminates the syringe-clogging during injection. A series of peptide amphiphile based multi-stimuli responsive sol-gel transition have also been developed [88, 89] . As an example, tyrosine based amphiphiles were synthesized, and hydrogels were formed in appearance of Ni 2+ ions. The hydrogel exhibits thixotropic property with various stimuli including pH, temperature, mechanical forces and external chemicals (Fig. 6 ) [88] . This property not only enable the hydrogels to be used as injectable vehicles, but also provide a strategy to uniformly encapsulate cells within the hydrogels. ELP-like peptide, for its temperature dependent transition, has also been used to enhance the mechanical property of the network after injection. An engineered ELP polypeptides with RGD cell adhesion ligands were designed by Heilshorn group which utilize the ELP aggregates at body temperature to enhance the hydrogel network formation [48] .
Self-healing
Inspired by the spontaneous healing after injury in most biological systems, designs of smart synthetic materials with similar self-healing property presented in last decades. Self-healing materials can be classified into two groups: extrinsic and intrinsic self-healing materials. Recovery of extrinsic self-healing materials upon damage highly relies on the release of healing agents which are sequestered in capsules or vessels and spread uniformly within the material [90, 91] . Spontaneous recovery in these self-healing materials is finite, as self-healing event cannot occur anymore after depletion of the local healing agents. Instead of using healing agents, inherent reversibility of chemical bonds or physical interactions are utilized to be responsible for recovery in intrinsic self-healing materials. Single or combination of multiple reversible physical interactions, including hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions, ionic interactions, π-π stacking and host-guest interactions, have been reported successfully healing the damaged region of materials [92] [93] [94] [95] . For self-assemble peptide hydrogels, the networks are formed due to combination of intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic, electrostatic interactions, the reversibility of which enables potential self-recovery of the materials. In some designs, the peptide hydrogels exhibit mechano-responsive self-healing property, which is also called thixotropic property. The self-healing of these hydrogels is often coupled with reversible sol-gel transition. Upon mechanical shaking or shear stress, a gel-sol transition is induced and the networks are quickly reformed after removing the mechanical load. Reversible sol-gel transition with self-healing property provide an optimized model for injectable vehicle, in which the drug and/or cells can be delivered to the target site with neither hydrogel loss nor syringe clogging. A peptide hydrogel constructed by 20 amino acids and responsible to DMEM was developed by Schneider. The shear-thinning property of the hydrogel allow delivery of cells to the target sites with homogenous distribution and unaffected viability [96] . Dynamic covalent bonds were also induced into peptide sequence to enforce mechanical strength of the self-healing hydrogels. As an example, a dual-crosslink system comprising hydrazone bonds and ELP aggregates induced by temperature stimuli were reported (Fig. 7) [48] . The ELP peptide transition upon temperature change to 37°C greatly enhance the gelation rate and mechanical property of the hydrogel after injection.
Shape memory
Besides good biocompatibility, non-cytotoxicity, and biodegradability, the size and shape of hydrogels for biomedical application is a key factor in design. To keep the shape during biomedical applications requires physiological stress-bearing of the hydrogels. However, complete restoration of the mechanical performance for the self-assemble peptide hydrogels is still a challenge as most of them are crosslinked via relatively weak non-covalent interactions. To improve the property of the hydrogels, shape memory has been incorporated into designs of selfassemble peptide hydrogels. The design of shape-memory hydrogel requires macroporous structure to allow water flowing freely; high polarity for water absorption; and resilience for shape recovery [97, 98] . ELP polypeptides were used to design shape memory hydrogels due to its high elasticity and resilience. For example, a multifunctional elastin hybrid hydrogel was developed by Liu with a fixed shape, excellent flexibility, and injectable property [97] . Additionally, the stress dependent conductivity enables its potential application as pressure sensitive sensor for in vivo use. Shape memory property can also be induced by attaching certain functional groups to peptide amphiphiles. As an example, a shape-memory and self-healable hydrogel was prepared by attaching Amoc (9-anthracenemethoxycarbonyl) cap to dipeptides [99] . Tough and shape-memory hydrogel was formed at a concentration of 20 mM via π-π stacking and hydrophobic interactions with potential anti-bacterial property (Fig. 8) .
Biomedical applications of self-assembling hydrogels

Bio-printing
In vitro two-dimensional culture was carried out as the most widely used method for drug screening and disease modelling before animal tests. However, cells grown on flat and hard plastic surfaces cannot reflect the essential features due to lacking the complex and dynamic cell-cell communications as well as cell-matrix interactions [100] . Instead, three-dimensional (3D) culture were developed to recapitulate the features in in vivo microenvironment. The biomimetic 3D models provide spatial depth as well as cell connectivity as a better in vivo physiology for drug screening and disease modelling. 3D bioprinting is a promising technology for its ability to rapidly and reproducibly fabricate a 3D construct comprising multiple cell types and bioactive moieties with precise distribution. However, lack of suitable bioinks constrains the development of bioprinting. As mentioned in Section 3, the amino acid residues of self-assemble peptides provide the primary structure and sites for chemical modification to incorporate self-healing, shear-thinning, and bioactive properties into the hydrogel. It makes the self-assemble peptides as an ideal candidate for bioink to form the designed shape quickly with uniformly distributed bioactive motifs and cells. The stimuli-responsive gelation and adjustable mechanical properties facilitate extrusion of self-assembling peptides hydrogel during printing. The shear-thinning performance of hydrogel can not only prevent syringe clogging but also protect cells from apoptosis. Rapid solidification of self-assemble peptides triggered by external stimuli (such as ionic strength, pH, and temperature) can maintain the shape fidelity upon deposition. Even though the use of self-assemble peptides as bioink remains unexplored now, they show great potency for gathering excellent biocompatibility, biodegradability, self-healing, stimuli-responsive gelation, and shape-memory properties together.
Tissue engineering
Self-assemble peptide hydrogels are widely used in tissue engineering as it can provide supportive 3D microenvironment for cells to adhere, infiltrate, migrate, and proliferate [101] [102] [103] . Furthermore, the biological activities and functions of cells can be dictated by embedded bioactive motifs in the matrix. It was reported that the human normal dermal fibroblasts cultured in RADA16-I nanofiber hydrogels show chondrogenic potential with significant upregulation of proteoglycan aggrecan expression [104] . In addition, RADA hydrogels were used to promote neutrite growth and murine pluripotent stem cells' differentiation by providing the ECM-like support [105, 106] . FKFE scaffolds were also studied for its application in tissue engineering. The FKFE-II hydrogel was used to carry cells with optimized mechanical properties to match the native nucleus pulposus. After 3D culture of nucleus pulposus cells embedded peptide scaffolds, upregulation of KRT8, KRT18, FOXF1 indicate successful regeneration with high throughout cell viability [107] . Increased deposition of nucleus pulposus ECM components (aggrecan and type II collagen) was also observed. Moreover, KLDL12 self-assemble peptides were used to fill polylactic acid/beta-tricalcium phosphate scaffolds to enhance bone regeneration without cell transplantation [108] . Interestingly, comparison of human umbilical vein endothelial cells attachment to four beta sheet forming peptide scaffolds were studied by Sieminski [109] . The results show that the cells favor to expande into RADA scaffolds comparing with KLDL and FKFE hydrogels due to preferred stiffness of the materials. Besides beta sheet forming peptides, alpha helix peptide hydrogels were also studied. RGD functionalized peptide scaffold was used to increase the proliferative activity of murine embryonic neural stem cells [26] (Fig. 9) . Mature neuronlike behavior was observed by electrophysiological measurements, implying possible capability of functional peptides to overcome the challenging conundrum in nerve-tissue repair. The application potency of self-assemble peptide amphiphiles were also explored. Motamed developed a beta sheet peptides attached amphiphile which forms hydrogel at physiological conditions [101] . It promotes adhesion and proliferation of neural cells by providing a suitable microenvironment. As mentioned in the last section, functional peptide sequences can be used to decorate the self-assembling peptides to mediate the biological activities of cells. LLVFGAKMLPHHGA sequence were used to mimic the mineralization functional motif of hydroxyapatite for bone tissue engineering [110] . The LLVFGAD sequence is responsible for selfassembly, while the rest residues promotes mineralization by providing numerous functional groups like hydroxyapatite. SNV, KPS, and KAI bioactive motifs of BMP-7 were used to decorate RADA16-I peptides for nucleus pulposus regeneration [111] . The results show that the SNV and KPS functionalized nanofiber hydrogels enhance proliferation, migration, and ECM secretion of human degenerated nucleus pulposus cells comparing with non and KAI decorated RADA hydrogels. A multilayered peptide amphiphile hydrogel was designed by Cakmak to culture human articular chondrocytes and bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells in a osteochondral cocktail medium (Fig. 10) [112] . Regeneration of both cartilage and bone tissue was obtained without use of any growth factor.
Drug delivery
The deliberately engineered self-assemble peptides can constitute various supramolecular nanostructures to deliver drugs to the targeted sites. The bottom-up strategy is capable to carry amphiphilic drugs with high loading, low leakage, and high permeability through bio-membranes into the target cells [50] . Moreover, the stimuli-responsive property of self-assemble scaffolds enable programmable release of therapeutics. The feature of peptide hydrogels can be facilely modified via attachment of chemical or bioactive motifs to immobilize drug molecules through physical interactions or covalent bonds. The release of therapeutics can also be adjusted by mesh size and degradation of the network. D-and L-RADA16 hydrogels were designed to deliver TGFbeta 1 with a release plateau of 72 h by Zhou [113] . This system was used to 3D culture bone mesenchymal stem cells. By providing slow and sustained release of growth factor, favorable influence on cell proliferation was observed [113] . Multidomain peptides (MDPs) were designed with beta sheet motifs to form nanofibrous architectures. Small molecules, proteins, and cells can be easily traped within the matrices or within the hydrophobic core [17] . Cytokine delivery of self-assemble peptide was reported by Kumar with spatio-temporal activation of THP-1 monocytes and macrophages [114] . The injectable hydrogel promotes macrophage infiltration and polarization through macrophage-material interactions without proinflammatory environment generated [114] . The self-assemble peptide hydrogels were utilized to carry cardiovascular, bone, brain, and anticancer drugs in last decades [50, [115] [116] [117] [118] . Mazza and coworkers developed a peptide amphiphile with dalargin derivative to assemble into nanofibers against degradation in the plasma (Fig. 11) [115] . Reduced clearance from the brain parenchyma was obtained by enhancing the transport across the blood- brain barrier due to the amphiphilic nature of peptides [115] . A heparin-modified RADA peptide hydrogel self-assembled under physiological conditions were used to deliver VEGF, and improvement of cardiac function after myocardial infarction was obtained [116] . In addition, a EAKA peptide based self-assemble material was fabricated by inducing protein A/G and antibody, and show effective cytokine promotion and tumor retention [5] .
Conclusion
Self-assemble peptides have been deliberately engineered to construct supramolecular nanostructures with specific properties. Not only the biocompatibility, biodegradability, and low toxicity from the amino acid build-blocks, but also possible induction of self-healing, shapememory, shear-thinning properties by chemical modification let them attract increasing interest in the past decades. The stimuli-responsive gelation or transition of the peptides enable their applications in programmable delivery of drugs to optimize the therapeutic treatment with minimized the side effect. In addition, the combination of self-healing and shear-thinning provide an optimal candidate for injectable hydrogels and bioinks. Cells and bioactive motifs embedded in the carriers can be protected by the native or modified functionalities of self-assembled network. Even though application of self-assemble peptide scaffolds in bioprinting remain barely explored now, it is promising that it can serve as desired building blocks to construct complex 3D microenvironments encapsulate multiple cell types and bioactive molecules with precise distribution. The possible incorporated shapememory functionality also enable its application in minimal invasive way -the prepared scaffolds can be folded to implant through a small incision and recovered the designed shape at the target site. Furthermore, functional peptide motifs derived from ECM molecules and bioactive growth factors can be easily attached to self-assemble peptides due to their native amino acids constituents. The induced functional peptide sequence can serve in a similar way by mediating intracellular signaling pathways with reduced immune response and less cost. Proof-of-concept demonstrations of effectively enhanced performance of self-assemble peptide materials in 3D cell culture, tissue engineering, and drug delivery have been established.
However, there are still several challenges preventing self-assemble peptides from real clinical applications. The stability and consistency of functionalized peptide-constructed nanostructures need to be further improved. The impact of self-assemble peptide sequences on immune system varies from non-immunogenic to self-adjuvanting in each design. The immunogenic mechanism of peptides in different type should be studied with more details. Besides, more accurate illustration of how external stimuli, such as pH, temperature, ionic strength, and so on, should be achieved step-by-step to optimized the stability of nanostructures formations in different batch. The mechanism of nanocomposite hydrogels should also be further explored. Despite these challenges remained, self-assemble peptides show great potential to incorporate more functionalities and properties into one system, and more biomedical application of them can be expected.
